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Abstract— In the study of compilers there are two approaches 

used in parsing namely top down and bottom up which are 

again sub divided. Both the approaches do have limitations. 

Bottom up parsing includes LR parsing in which there are two 

types of conflicts reduce – reduce and shift – reduce. The later 

one can be removed in LALR parsing. The conflict of reduce 

–reduce is still not solved. The automatic generators use first 

production rule for grammar causing reduce – reduce conflict 

but that does not work for all grammars. The basic idea to 

remove this conflict for all types of grammar is to see the last 

terminal symbol and first terminal symbol of string and 

according to it use production.      
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Parsing is a technique normally which scans the source code 

and method used to determine how a string of terminals can 

be produced by a grammar which generally made of 

production rules. Basically two steps are carried out: 

a. Parse tree is generated.  

b. Parsers make a single left-to-right scan over the input 

tokens, look ahead of one terminal at a time, and construct the 

parse tree. Parsing methods are of two types:  

1) Top down parser 

2) Bottom Up parser  

The first one is also known as top down approach 

and later bottom up approach respectively. 

II. PARSING TECHNIQUES 

A. Top-Down Parsing:  

The types of parsing in this approach are LL (1) and recursive 

descent parsing. The parsing steps followed in this approach 

are: 

1) Starting with the root of the parse tree, grow   toward 

leaves.  

2) Take a production and match with input string to be 

parsed. 

3) If the production chose is not proper it may need to 

backtrack. 

4) Some grammars don’t need backtracking such types of 

grammars are predictive parsers. 

B. Bottom-up Parsers:  

The types of parsing techniques in bottom up are LR (1) and 

operator precedence. The steps followed by the parser are:  

1) Start from bottom of parse tree that is leaves and go 

towards root.  

2) As input is parsed, encode possibilities in an internal 

state. 

3) Begin in a state which is valid for legal first tokens.  

4) Bottom-up parsers handle a large class of grammars  

 

III. BOTTOM-UP PARSER 

In Bottom-up parsing normally we start with the input string 

sequence and try to apply the production rules in reverse 

direction, in order to reach or derive the start symbol of 

grammar. This corresponds to starting at the leaves of the 

parse tree, and working back to the root. Bottom-up parsing 

is also known as shift-reduce parsing. LR parsing is a bottom 

up syntax analysis technique that can be applied to many 

context free grammars. L is for left –to –right scanning of the 

input and R for constructing rightmost derivation in reverse.  

A. Conflicts faced in SLR Parsers:  

1) Shift/Reduce and Reduce/Reduce Conflicts [4]:  

1) A state if does not know whether it will make a shift 

operation or reduction for a terminal, we say that there is 

a shift/reduce conflict.  

2) If a state does not know whether it will make a reduction 

operation using the production rule i or j for a terminal, 

we say that there is a reduce/reduce conflict.  

3) If the SLR parsing table of a grammar G has a conflict, 

we say that that grammar is not SLR. 

Example: [1] 

S -> L=R 

S -> R 

L -> *R 

L -> id 

R -> .L 

I0: S’ -> .S 

S -> .L=R 

S -> .R 

L ->.*R 

L -> .id 

R ->.L 

I1: S’-> S. 

I2: S -> L. = R (causes shift/reduce conflict) 

R -> .L 

I3: S -> R. 

I4: L -> *.R 

R -> .L 

L ->.*R 

L -> .id 

I5: L -> id 

I6: S -> L=.R 

R -> .L 

L ->.*R 

L->.id 

I7: L -> *R. 

I8: R -> L. 

I9: S -> L=R 

In these conflicts shift/reduce is removed by LALR 

Parsers but reduce/reduce problem cannot be completely 

solved manually.  
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2) Reduce/Reduce Conflict Resolution:  

An approach to remove this conflict by seeing the first or last 

symbol of the i/p string ,rather than seeing first production 

rule like in Lark[6] and HYACC[5] ,which to be parsed and 

see which production rule (only those production rule which 

causes conflict) can generate these symbols. Our approach 

require less time in comparison to other approaches because 

in other approaches we use first production rule for removing 

conflict and if not getting success to parse the whole i/p string 

we use another production rule (production rule are those 

which causes reduce/reduce conflict) while in our approach 

we only need to see the last or first terminal symbol of input 

string and according to which we use production rule. 
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